OVERALL INDIVIDUAL HIGH SERIES BY STATE

**State, score, name, site, date**

Alabama, 896, Paul Ealy, Hoover, 3/11/2013
Alaska, 858, Chad Sherwood, Anchorage, 3/9/06
Arizona, 898, William McPherson, Phoenix, 2/6/2013
Arkansas, 886, Michael Belcher, Fort Smith, 2/24/99
California, 900, Vince Wood, Moreno Valley, 9/29/99; Jimmy Schmitzer, Riverside, 4/20/2012
Colorado, 900, Amos Gordon, Fort Carson, 4/11/2014
Connecticut, 896, Tony Walters, Wallingford, 10/31/2014
Delaware, 900, Todd James (bowled in), Laurel, 3/18/2014
Florida, 900, Joe Scarborough, The Villages, 4/21/2013
Georgia, 887, Bret Dal Santo, Savannah, 10/25/90
Hawaii, 878, Keith Odette, Waipahu, 10/22/2013
Illinois, 900, Andrew Mank, Belleville, 3/18/2010; Sam Esposito, Homer Glen, 2/3/2017
Iowa, 899, Steve Sikkema, Fulton (Ill.), 12/1/10
Kentucky, 887, Anthony O'Neal, Louisville, 3/20/10
Louisiana, 889, Tyler Wright, Baton Rouge, 2/5/2018
Maine, 868, Justin Davis, Waterville, 3/3/2015
Maryland, 900, Rich Jerome Jr., Baltimore, 12/22/08
Massachusetts, 900, Hakim Emmanuel, Brockton, 2/19/2015
Michigan, 900, Robby Portalatin, Jackson, 12/28/00; David Sewesky, Dearborn, 1/10/2016
Minnesota, 900, Darren Pomije, New Prague, 12/9/04; Brady Stearns, St. Cloud, 3/28/2017
Mississippi, 899, Sean English, Diamondhead, 2/18/2013
Missouri, 900, Alonzo Spiller, Kansas City, 10/19/00
Montana, 862, Jim Potvin Jr., Anaconda, 3/6/01
Nebraska, 900, Jeremy Sonnenfeld, Lincoln, 2/2/97
New Hampshire, 880, Richard Hussey Jr., Claremont, 3/30/04
New Jersey, 900, Andrew Teall, Medford, 11/2/2009
New Mexico, 879, Eric Espinda, Albuquerque, 10/21/2016
New York, 900, Robert Musholare, Fort Drum, 12/5/05 and 2/19/06; William Howell III, Middletown, 11/21/10; John Martorella Sr., Greece, 4/12/2012; Joe Novara, East Patchogue, 10/16/17
North Carolina, 899, AJ Vanfleets, Haw River, 6/5/2017
North Dakota, 879, Blake Nitzkorski, Fargo, 10/21/08
Ohio, 900, Lonnie Billiter Jr., Fairfield, 2/13/06; Matt Latarski, Medina, 11/28/2010; Earon Vollmar, Toledo, 1/19/2015
Oklahoma, 889, Cedric Gaines, Oklahoma City, 9/9/09
Oregon, 900, James Hylton, Salem, 5/2/01
Pennsylvania, 900, Jeff Campbell II, New Castle, 6/12/04; Dale Gerhard, Mill Hall, 1/12/2016
Rhode Island, 900, James Williams, Wakefield, 4/16/2013
South Carolina, 890, Michael K. Rice, Rock Hill, 11/29/2014
South Dakota, 880, Josh Hepp, Sioux Falls, 11/20/2009
Tennessee, 879, Billy Moss, Hermitage, 2/18/02; Jonathan Crane, Clarksville, 4/21/2016
Texas, 900, Sean Osbourn, Houston, 11/21/2016
Utah, 887, Russ Hunt, North Salt Lake City, 3/18/96
Vermont, 900, Jonathan Wilbur, Rutland, 1/14/2019
Virginia, 895, John Morgan Jr., Chantilly, 4/2/2015
Washington, 898, Eddie Williams, Spokane, 2/28/07
West Virginia, 889, Billy Comer, Nitro, 2/5/2015
Wisconsin, 900, Tony Roventini, Greenfield, 11/8/99; Mark Wukoman, Greenfield, 4/22/06;
INDIVIDUAL HIGH SERIES BY STATE- WOMEN

State, score, name, site, date
Alabama, 857, Angela Nance, Birmingham, 4/14/2013
Alaska, 823, Jennifer Barron, Anchorage, 8/22/95
Arizona, 879, Bryanna Caldwell, Tucson, 9/16/2014
Arkansas, 865, Felicia Burlison, Little Rock, 11/17/2010
California, 869, Missy Bellinder, San Diego, 6/22/02
Colorado, 856, Tish Johnson, Colorado Springs, 2/20/13; Amber Gehrke, Littleton, 1/18/18
Connecticut, 855, Evelyn Allen, Fairfield, 7/3/2001
Delaware, 848, Patricia Renshaw, Wilmington, 1/24/96
Florida, 858, Jenn Boisselle, Jupiter, 2/11/2014
Georgia, 870, Quantrelle Green, Atlanta, 9/27/10
Hawaii, 808, Christine Kato, Pearl City, 8/19/05
Illinois, 865, Stacy Keating, Waukegan, 12/20/2014
Indiana, 889, Erica Cutler, Fort Wayne, 2/14/2016
Iowa, 843, Shawna Sailor, Cedar Rapids, 12/9/2012
Kansas, 879, Katie Verbil, Wichita, 7/25/2012
Kentucky, 860, Sarah Jones, Lexington, 1/31/06
Louisiana, 867, Shannon Du prat, Kenner, 7/27/00
Maine, 815, Mallory Nutting, Brunswick, 1/30/2019
Maryland, 858, Tammy Hatfield, Easton, 9/29/2013
Massachusetts, 826, Mary Marois, Gardner, 4/20/05; Christina Lamoureux, Gardner, 2/22/07
Michigan, 874, Tya Gay, Flint, 9/19/2016
Minnesota, 843, Jackie Thomas, Boise, 3/4/98
Illinois, 865, Stacy Keating, Waukewan, 12/20/2014
Indiana, 889, Erica Cutler, Fort Wayne, 2/14/2016
Iowa, 843, Shawna Sailor, Cedar Rapids, 12/9/06
Kansas, 879, Katie Verbil, Wichita, 7/25/2012
Kentucky, 860, Sarah Jones, Lexington, 1/31/06
Louisiana, 867, Shannon Duplantis, Kenner, 7/27/00
Maine, 815, Mallory Nutting, Brunswick, 1/30/2019
Maryland, 858, Tammy Hatfield, Easton, 9/29/2013
Massachusetts, 826, Mary Marois, Gardner, 4/20/05; Christina Lamoureux, Gardner, 2/22/07
Michigan, 874, Tya Gay, Flint, 9/19/2016
Minnesota, 867, Sharon Carlson, Moundview, 5/5/2013
Missouri, 836, Lauren Walters, Diamondhead, 6/10/2015
Montana, 815, Amanda Mulcahy, Missoula, 3/9/2017
Nebraska, 837, Cynthia Kesterson, Papillion, 5/3/92; Apryl Snell, Bellevue, 9/10/2009
New Hampshire, 823, Sarah Pelletier, Dover, 10/24/2015
New Jersey, 864, Jo Ann Foti, North Arlington, 2/6/2013; Sharon Marcellaro, Wallington, 1/19/09
New Mexico, 844, Dana Miller-Mackie, Rio Rancho, 6/7/04
New York, 890, Liz Kuhlkin, Schenectady, 10/17/16
North Carolina, 848, Sammi Byrd, Fayetteville, 6/13/05
North Dakota, 846, Missy Miller, Bismarck, 10/1/98
Ohio, 877, Jackie Mitskavich, Van Wert, 8/10/97
Oklahoma, 866, Andrea Halstead, Lawton, 1/10/2020
Oregon, 826, Stacey Gomen, Portland, 11/4/04
Pennsylvania, 868, Jennifer Elicker, York, 3/18/09
Rhode Island, 823, Melanie Bennett, Cranston, 3/17/02
South Carolina, 847, Jodi Hughes, Spartanburg, 4/11/95
South Dakota, 855, Brandyn Crawford, Pierre, 10/14/06
Tennessee, 836, Terri Layne, Hixon, 4/23/03
Texas, 867, Kim Burnham, Pasadena, Texas, 2/28/2012
Utah, 858, Raelyn Hazen, Ogden, 1/21/2011
Vermont, 833, Kimberly Seligman, St. Johnsbury, 4/14/2018
Virginia, 857, Carrie Pritchard, Woodbridge, 3/9/2018
Washington, 838, Kristy Whitcher, Bremerton, 9/11/97
West Virginia, 836, Diana Howard, Dunbar, 9/23/03
Wisconsin, 864, Diane Guttormsen Northern, Kenosha, 1/3/96
Wyoming, 843, Mandy Irwin, Casper, 10/22/2010